
Tetras: Explore the Fascinating World of Fifty
Beautiful Tetras by Steve Challis

Are you a fish enthusiast looking to delve into the captivating world of tetras?
Look no further! In "Tetras: Fifty Beautiful Tetras," acclaimed author Steve Challis
takes you on an extraordinary journey through the diverse species of tetras,
showcasing their remarkable beauty and intriguing behavior.

Dive into the Vibrant World of Tetras

Tetras, often referred to as "jewels of the freshwater aquarium," are known for
their stunning colors and graceful swimming patterns. With over 1,500 different
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species, these small, vibrant fish are a joy to observe and care for.
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In this comprehensive guide, Steve Challis has meticulously documented and
photographed fifty of the most captivating tetra species. From the mesmerizing
Flamboyant Tetra, with its iridescent scales shining under aquarium lights, to the
dazzling Rosy Tetra, known for its vibrant pink hue, you will be mesmerized by
the range of colors and patterns in these aquatic beauties.

Unravel the Secrets of Tetra Keeping

Alongside the stunning imagery, "Tetras: Fifty Beautiful Tetras" provides
invaluable insights into the proper care and keeping of tetras. Steve Challis draws
from his wealth of experience and knowledge to guide beginners and
experienced aquarists alike, ensuring that your tetras thrive in their aquatic
haven.

You will learn everything from setting up the perfect tetra habitat, choosing
compatible tank mates, and maintaining optimal water conditions, to feeding,
breeding, and disease prevention. Steve Challis combines his passion for tetras
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with practical expertise, making this book an essential resource for anyone
wanting to embark on a tetra-keeping adventure.

Delight in Stunning Photography and Captivating Details

Each tetra species featured in this book is accompanied by breathtaking
photographs that encapsulate their true essence. Through Challis' lens, you can
almost feel the tranquility of their aquatic world and appreciate the fine details of
their physical traits.

Furthermore, the book delves into the natural habitat, behavior, and unique
characteristics of each tetra species. Challis shares fascinating anecdotes and
little-known facts, revealing the enchanting stories held within the tetra kingdom.

Embark on a Tetra-Keeping Adventure Today

Whether you are a dedicated tetra enthusiast or just starting your journey in the
world of fishkeeping, "Tetras: Fifty Beautiful Tetras" promises to be a breathtaking
encyclopedic experience. Overflowing with exquisite imagery, valuable insights,
and unmatched passion, this book by Steve Challis will undoubtedly captivate
and inspire all who turn its pages.
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Tetras
Over 50 beautiful tetras are described in detail, including at least 2
pictures of each species. This includes many of the more common
tetras, and a few unusual ones.

This book covers a wide range of tetras, from the diminutive Ruby
Tetra to the Piranha eating Vampire Tetra. It includes the beautiful
Peru Bleeding Blue Tetra, Hyphessobrycon margitae, which was
only scientifically described in 2016, the egg placing Sailfin Tetra,
Crenuchus spilurus, and the Splashing Tetra which lays its eggs out
of the water.

For most of the fish I describe:

Origin

Water Conditions including pH, temperature and tank size

Length and Longevity

Suitable companions

Sexing

Breeding

Conservation Status
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Details about:

Adonis Tetra

African Long-Finned Tetra

African Moon Tetra

Black Phantom Tetra

Black Neon Tetra

Black Widow Tetra

Blind Cave Tetra

Blue Tetra

Buck Tooth Tetra

Buenos Aires Tetra

Cardinal Tetra

Colombian Tetra

Congo Tetra

Costello Tetra

Diamond Tetra

Emperor Tetra

Flag Tetra

Flame Tetra

Glass Bloodfin Tetra



Glowlight Tetra

Gold Shoulder Rosy Tetra

Gold Tetra

Green Neon Tetra

Head and Tail Light Tetra

Imperial Tetra

January Tetra

Kennedy Tetra

Lemon Tetra

Lesser Bleeding Heart Tetra

Minor Tetra

Neon Tetra

Niger Tetra

Paraguay Tetra

Penguin Tetra

Peru Bleeding Blue Tetra

Phoenix Tetra

Pristella Tetra

Rainbow Tetra

Red Eye Tetra

Red Phantom Tetra



Rosy Tetra

Royal Tetra

Ruby Tetra

Rummynose Tetra

Sailfin Tetra

Serpae Tetra

Silver Tetra

Silvertip Tetra

Splashing Tetra

Uruguay Tetra

Vampire Tetra

Veilfin Tetra

Weitzman's Tetra

Yellow Tail Tetra

The book also has information on White Spot disease and how to
cure it, as well and live foods for aquarium fish, including:

Dapnia

Microworms

Wrigglers



Bloodworms

Tubifex Worms

.

I've kept fish for over 60 years, and our family has owned and run an aquarium
shop since 1990. The book is based on my personal experience as well as
information from our customers and from many other sources, including scientific
papers.
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come to the right place. In this article, we will introduce you to the
fascinating world of parallel...
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